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Strong rises in prices of all vegetable oils during the first half of November.
Productions below expectations, strong demand from China and improved crude and diesel
prices as the main reasons. The oil complex is in a very tight situation in the short term

FUENTES: REUTERS / LIPSA

1.1 EVOLUTION OF REFERENCE MARKETS



1.2 EVOLUTION OF REFERENCE MARKETS

Tropical oils continued the uptrend during the first fortnight of November. Lauric oil prices
have reacted very strongly to the low supply of coprah.

FUENTES: REUTERS / LIPSA



1.3 EVOLUTION OF REFERENCE MARKETS

Soybean oil continues very firm, acting as a support of prices of the rest of oils.
Rapeseed oil has only partially accompanied the firmness of sunflower and soybean
oils.

FUENTES: REUTERS / LIPSA



2. BIOFUELS

FUENTES:  FUTURES FINVIZ

After touching $36, crude oil reacted to promising news about the effectiveness of some vaccines in the
fight against COVID-19.
Rises of more than 23% in the first half of November show market optimism about a recovery in demand,
although it still seems premature.



3. OILS AND FATS SUPPLY & DEMAND

FUENTES:  OIL WORLD

The prices of various oils are at its highest in recent years due to:
• low stock levels
• production that seems insufficient for campaign 20/21
• farmer selling in major producing countries and
• expectations of recovery in oil demand



Production in October suffered a fall of 7.75% vs. September. In
Jan-Oct production was 3.97% below the previous year, and 2020 is
expected to end between 19.3-19.5 MTs. Stocks in Malaysia were
announced at 1.57 MTs, the lowest in 40 months and 33% below
the previous year

4.1 PALM OIL: Malaysia

FUENTES:  POA / MPOB / AURA C
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4.2 PALM OIL: Global balance

FUENTES:  POA / GAPKI / OIL WORLD

GAKPI data for Indonesia in September were better than
expected, with a strong stock recovery.
The global situation remains very tense. A productive
recovery is expected for next year as a result of the good rains
that La Niña is causing in Indonesia and Malaysia, although the
recovery in demand may neutralize some of this increase.



5. LAURIC OILS

FUENTES:  OIL WORLD / REUTERS.

The last typhoons in the Philippines caused a decrease in the already low supply of coprah, especially
typhoon Goni of November 1, which affected about 500,000 ha. of production, equivalent to 10-15% of the
total.
Strong rises in the last days in coconut oil that palmkernel oil accompanied only partially, so the spread
between the two oils continued to rise during November. We expect a tight supply of coconut for the
remainder of the year and first quarter of 2021.

.



6. SUNFLOWER OIL

FUENTES:  OIL WORLD / BCBS / APK INFORM

World harvest practically made, except for
Argentina. More than 5.2 MTs of
sunflowerseeds and 2.6 MTs of oil are lost.
The Stock/Consumption ratio is at minimums
of at least 5 years.

SFO prices in 7-year highs. Rationalization of
demand will be inevitable, so the price of
sunflower oil should be high enough vs the
rest of the oils to switch demand to other
oils.



7.1 SOYBEAN OIL

FUENTES  USDA  / CME / BENJAMIN BODART / OIL WORLD 

The latest USDA Report was very bullish: lower bean production than expected in the US. Global Supply&Demand
would be the tightest of the last 8 campaigns, even with an optimistic production estimate for South America.
In addition, 38% of the world's stocks are in Argentina, where Farmer selling is almost zero.



7.2 SOYBEAN OIL

FUENTES  USDA  /  OIL WORLD / BENJAMIN BODART / KAREN BRAUN

The S&D in the US for campaign 20/21 is expected to be very tight. In Brazil, Government has eliminated
tariffs throughout the soybean complex to alleviate local scarcity until the new harvest.

China's demand is very strong and there is a high
risk to Argentina's production mainly, but also in
southern Brazil, Uruguay and Paraguay due to La
Niña, in a year where the oil complex is most
dependent on soybeans.
Prices appear to be sustained in the short term



8.1 RAPESEED OIL

FUENTES:  STRATEGIE GRAINS / OIL WORLD / KTC

Production in Canada is estimated slightly better than
last month, although final stocks for 20/21 might be
the lowest in 4 campaigns.
In Ukraine, the total area decreases by about 210,000
ha. The harvest in Australia is in progress. The global
Stock/Consumption ratio looks better than in the
previous GS estimate, although it is still very tight

In Europe, another poor harvest increases import
needs. Again China is buying rapeseed in
Europe.
Relaxation or hardening of confinement
measures and their effect on diesel demand will
be critical in the short term.



8.2 RAPESEED OIL

FUENTES:  AGRICENSUS / AGRIOIL / STRATEGIE GRAINS / OIL WORLD / KTC

To the very tight balance sheet described above, we add the support from the rest of the vegetable oils
and the improvements in prices of the energy sector. Rapeseed has not been able to fully accompany the
improvements in the price of soybean and sunflower oils, so today it looks very competitive.
If demand for diesel improves and there is a expected shift in demand towards rapeseed, the spread could
return to values more similar to the historical ones. 80 €/ton reverse show the lack of offer for the short
term.




